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A B S T R A C T   

Spinal cord injury (SCI) predisposes individuals to anxiety and chronic pain. Anxiety- and pain-like behavior 
after SCI can be tested in rodents, yet commonly used tests assess one variable and may not replicate effects of 
SCI or sex differences seen in humans. Thus, novel preclinical tests should be optimized to better evaluate be-
haviors relating to anxiety and pain. Here, we use our newly developed conflict test – the Thermal Increments 
Dark-Light (TIDAL) test – to explore how SCI affects anxiety- vs. pain-like behavior, and whether sex affects post- 
SCI behavior. The TIDAL conflict test consists of two plates connected by a walkway; one plate remains illu-
minated and at an isothermic temperature, whereas the other plate is dark but is heated incrementally to aversive 
temperatures. A control mice thermal place preference test was also performed in which both plates are illu-
minated. Female and male mice received moderate T9 contusion SCI or remained uninjured. At 7 days post- 
operative (dpo), mice with SCI increased dark plate preference throughout the TIDAL conflict test compared 
to uninjured mice. SCI increased dark plate preference for both sexes, although female (vs. male) mice remained 
on the heated-dark plate to higher temperatures. Mice with SCI that repeated TIDAL at 7 and 21 dpo showed 
reduced preference for the dark-heated plate at 21 dpo. Overall, in female and male mice, SCI enhances the 
salience of anxiety (vs. heat sensitivity). The TIDAL conflict test meets a need for preclinical anxiety- and pain- 
related tests that recapitulate the human condition; thus, future rodent behavioral studies should incorporate 
TIDAL or other conflict tests to help understand and treat neurologic disorders.   

1. Introduction 

Anxiety is a common secondary condition associated with spinal 
cord injury (SCI). In a recent meta-analysis, 15–32% of individuals with 
SCI self-reported experiencing anxiety at time of assessment (Le and 
Dorstyn, 2016). Similarly, anxiety-induced behavior may be increased 
after injury in mice: mice with SCI show decreased percent time in the 
open arm on the elevated plus maze and reduced percent center zone 
time on the open field test, indicating increased anxiety-like behavior 
(Fukutoku et al., 2020). However, findings on SCI-induced anxiety in 
rodent models are mixed and anxiety tests typically focus on single 
variables. Therefore, novel behavioral assays could better address how 
SCI modulates anxiety, and how this interacts with other stressors (e.g., 
pain). 

Another common consequence of SCI is chronic pain, which is 
experienced by 65–80% of individuals with SCI (Siddall et al., 1999). 
Unfortunately, neuropathic pain is often intractable to existing analge-
sics, so there is a need to use preclinical models and tests to unveil 
promising therapeutic targets (Anderson, 2004; Collinger et al., 2013; Lo 
et al., 2016). Common rodent assays for identifying pain-like behaviors 
include the von Frey test (for mechanical allodynia) and the Hargreaves 
test (for heat hyperalgesia). These tests demonstrate that rodents with 
SCI exhibit mechanical and thermal hypersensitivity (Brown et al., 
2021; Detloff et al., 2013; Gaudet et al., 2017; Gaudet et al., 2021; 
McFarlane et al., 2020). Unfortunately, these reflexive tests are overly 
simplified and do not fully capture the affective component of the pain 
experience, which limits their utility for identifying mechanisms un-
derlying neuropathic pain (Burma et al., 2017; Kramer et al., 2017). 
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Therefore, it is important to develop new tests that more closely model 
the human pain experience. One promising strategy is to incorporate a 
pain-eliciting stimulus in parallel with a conflicting stimulus, which 
could better illuminate pain-related behaviors. 

Anxiety and pain often co-occur: >50% of individuals with chronic 
pain exhibit symptoms of anxiety and/or depression (Dahan et al., 2014; 
Von Korff and Simon, 1996), and 45% of individuals with anxiety 
experience chronic pain (vs. 29% of non-anxious population, Askari 
et al., 2017). Thus, uncovering SCI-elicited changes in anxiety- vs. pain- 
related behaviors could aid development of treatments for one or both 
conditions. 

Here, we reveal that SCI causes female and male mice to exhibit 
increased salience of anxiety (vs. heat). We investigate how SCI affects 
anxiety- vs. pain-like behavior using a newly developed conflict test – 
the Thermal Increments Dark-Light (TIDAL) test (Lee et al., 2023). The 
TIDAL conflict test apparatus incorporates two temperature-controlled 
plates in identically sized chambers – one illuminated chamber, with a 
plate maintained at an isothermic temperature; and one dark chamber, 
which contains a plate that incrementally increases to aversive tem-
peratures. Our previous study validated the TIDAL conflict test and 
unmasked sex differences in the salience of anxiety- vs. pain-related 
stimuli that parallel clinical prevalence of anxiety; i.e., females (vs. 
males) exhibit increased anxiety-like behavior (Lee et al., 2023). Here, 

we test female and male mice with moderate SCI to reveal the salience of 
anxiety vs. thermal sensitivity in mice with neurotrauma. With 
increasing temperature in the TIDAL test, it was unclear how mice with 
SCI would behave: would mice leave the heated plate more quickly 
following neurotrauma, suggesting high salience of heat hypersensitiv-
ity; or would they persist on the dark heated plate, implying increased 
salience of anxiety? We find that mice with SCI more strongly prefer the 
dark-heated plate – even at more aversive heated temperatures. This did 
not appear to merely be driven by a decrease in sensitivity to heat 
following SCI as behavior differed from results in a thermal place pref-
erence test. Overall, our results suggest that SCI amplifies the salience of 
an anxiety-inducing stimulus. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Animals and housing 

All housing, surgery, and postoperative care were approved by The 
University of Texas at Austin Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee (Protocol AUP-2021-00171). All animals were fed standard chow 
and filtered tap water ad libitum and maintained on a 12:12 light/dark 
cycle. Adult (8–12 weeks old) male and female C57BL/6 J mice (Jackson 
stock 000664) were tested during the light cycle. Mice were housed in 

Fig. 1. The TIDAL conflict test is a new assay for exploring the relative salience of anxiety vs. heat sensitivity. A. The TIDAL conflict test apparatus consists of two 
temperature-controlled plates linked by a center walkway. The mouse can freely move between an illuminated plate, which remains at an isothermic 31 ◦C, and a 
dark plate, which starts at 31 ◦C but incrementally increases to aversive temperatures. B. The thermal place preference (TPP) test is a control condition for the TIDAL 
test. Both chambers in TPP are illuminated; one plate increases in temperature, while the other plate remains at an isothermic 31 ◦C. C. Timeline of an TIDAL/TPP 
test, which takes ~40 min per mouse. The first 5 min with both plates at 31 ◦C is an acclimation period and is a control dark-light test. The TIDAL/TPP test begins 
with a second 31 ◦C session, then the heated plate increases in temperature incrementally, 1 ◦C every 5 min, from 39 to 44 ◦C. The isothermic plate remains at 31 ◦C 
throughout the test. D. Interpretation of potential TIDAL outcomes after SCI. At baseline (e.g., uninjured), mice are expected to decrease dark plate preference as its 
temperature increases. If SCI increases salience of heat (relative to dark-light), mice will leave the dark plate earlier – i.e., shifting the curve to the left. If SCI increases 
salience of anxiety (relative to heat), mice will prefer the dark plate to higher temperatures - i.e., shifting the curve to the right. 
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pairs. Mice in all treatment groups were numbered randomly to ensure 
researchers were blind to group. At the experimental endpoint, mice 
were injected with an overdose of Pentobarbital (200–270 mg/kg, MWI 
Animal Health 011355) and tissue was collected for potential later 
analyses. 

2.2. Behavioral tests for anxiety-like behavior 

Thermal Increments Dark-Light (TIDAL) Conflict Test: The TIDAL 
conflict apparatus is a modified thermal place preference (TPP) appa-
ratus (Ugo Basile, Cat. No. 35250), which consists of two cylinders (20 
cm diameter x 25 cm high) connected by a narrow center walkway 
(Fig. 1). For TIDAL testing, one cylinder (the “light chamber”) is kept in 
constant light and at a temperature of 31 ◦C, which is an isothermic 
temperature for mice; in contrast, the other cylinder (“dark chamber”) is 
covered with a fitted opaque lid and a flexible opaque outside cover to 
maintain darkness inside the cylinder and the temperature is manipu-
lated from 31 to 44 ◦C (Fig. 1A,C). The base of the light chamber, dark 
chamber, and center walkway of the TIDAL apparatus are made of 
metal. Light cylinder illumination levels were 550 lx, and dark cylinder 
illumination levels were 8 lx. In addition, the center walkway was 
covered with a clear plastic film “roof” to limit mouse interest in 
escaping through the open space. The center walkway temperature is 
not directly controlled, but is increased above room temperature by the 
increased temperatures of the neighboring chambers; center walkway 
temperature was measured at approximately 31 ◦C (±1 ◦C) throughout 
the test. Mice are not acclimated to the apparatus prior to testing. To 
optimally detect the salience of anxiety vs. thermal avoidance we 
defined the following parameters: Mice are initially allowed to explore 
the apparatus for 5 min with both plates at 31 ◦C (exploratory phase; 
initial light-dark test); next, an additional five minutes is spent with both 
plates at 31 ◦C; then, the temperature on the dark plate is raised to 39 ◦C 
and increased by 1 ◦C every five minutes to a maximum temperature of 
44 ◦C (with the light plate maintained at an isothermic 31 ◦C) (Fig. 1A- 
D). TIDAL parameters were optimized in our previous work (Lee et al., 
2023, n.d.), where we revealed that incrementally increasing the dark 
plate temperature between 39 and 44 ◦C revealed a slow, predictable 
decline in dark-heated plate preference and exposed sex differences in 
anxiety-like behavior. At temperatures higher than 44 ◦C, dark-heated 
plate preference declined sharply: naïve mice of both sexes had dark 
plate preferences of <8% at 49 ◦C and < 3% at 52 ◦C (Lee et al., 2023). 
Thus, these high temperatures are robustly aversive to mice of both 
sexes, and are therefore not as useful for discerning differences in anx-
iety- or pain-like behavior. 

Thermal Place Preference (TPP) Assay: The TPP assay is used as a 
control to isolate thermal sensitivity from the anxiety-like portion of the 
TIDAL conflict assay. The TPP setup is the same as the TIDAL setup (two 
cylinders connected by a center walkway), except that both the heated 
side and the side maintained at 31 ◦C are exposed to room lighting 
(Fig. 1B) – i.e., the heated side is illuminated, not dark as in the TIDAL 
conflict assay. Next, the same incremental temperature increases are 
initiated. 

TIDAL and TPP – testing, automated video recording, and analysis: 
Mice tested on TPP and TIDAL assays were interspersed throughout the 
day (i.e., during the light phase – Zeitgeber time 1–11). Unless otherwise 
noted, distinct mice were used for these tests to avoid effects of learning 
observed in repeated testing. The percent time spent in the dark cylinder 
(percent dark cylinder time = (dark cylinder time x 100)/(dark cylinder 
+ illuminated cylinder time)), distance traveled, and dark crossings 
were automatically recorded and scored using an overhead video cam-
era and EthoVision software. Time in the center walkway was excluded 
from analyses in the main manuscript for two reasons: (1) the sur-
roundings in the center zone differed from the test chambers; and (2) 
analyzing behavior in the identically-shaped illuminated chamber vs. 
dark-heating chamber enabled a two-chamber preference comparison 
with equal preference clearly defined at 50% time in each chamber. Data 

including the center zone is presented in the corresponding Supple-
mentary figures, and show that including the center zone in analysis has 
little effect on the percent dark plate preference differences between 
groups. The arena was cleaned with 70% ethanol between trials. 

2.3. Surgery and locomotor testing 

Surgeries – laminectomy and spinal cord injury: For all experiments, 
mouse surgeries were interspersed throughout the day (during the light 
cycle). Male and female mice were anesthetized with isoflurane inha-
lation anesthesia (1.5%; MWI Animal Health 502,017) and treated with 
prophylactic buprenorphine (0.075 mg/kg; MWI Animal Health 
060969) immediately prior to surgery. A dorsal T9 laminectomy was 
performed. The periosteum, but not the dura, was removed for all sur-
geries (this is the end of the surgery for sham mice). SCI mice were then 
subjected to a moderate contusion SCI (65 kDyn, 0 s dwell) at thoracic 
level 9 (T9) using the Infinite Horizon impactor (Precision Systems and 
Instrumentation) (Gaudet et al., 2021; Gaudet et al., 2016; Lee et al., n. 
d.). SCI mice from TPP and TIDAL groups had similar injury force and 
displacement, respectively: female-TPP: 67.3 ± 0.9 kDyn, 524 ± 17 μm; 
female-TIDAL: 68 ± 2 kDyn, 524 ± 13 μm; male-TPP: 68 ± 1 kDyn, 521 
± 30 μm; male-TIDAL: 68 ± 1 kDyn, 516 ± 36 μm. Mice were monitored 
daily for infection or signs of abnormal recovery. To limit confounding 
effects on sensitivity-related behaviors, post-surgery analgesics were 
withheld. Post-operative mouse care included manual voiding of blad-
ders twice daily, and hydration support via daily subcutaneous injection 
of Ringer’s solution (2, 2, 1, 1, 1 mL on the first 5 days post-operative 
(dpo), respectively). 

Locomotor testing (Basso Mouse Scale): Mouse locomotion was 
assessed before surgery and at 1, 4, 7, 10, and 14 dpo using the Basso 
Mouse Scale (BMS) (Basso et al., 2006). Movement of mouse hindlimbs 
and walking were assessed for four minutes in an open field by two 
condition-blind observers. Scores on the scale range from 9 (healthy 
mouse with coordinated, parallel steps and trunk stability) to 0 (no 
movement of ankle joints). 

2.4. Experiments and mouse numbers 

Mice were 6–8 weeks old at time of testing. Groups of mice included 
female-uninjured-TPP (n = 13), female-uninjured-TIDAL (n = 17), 
female-SCI-TPP (n = 9), female-SCI-TIDAL (n = 17), male-uninjured- 
TPP (n = 7), male-uninjured-TIDAL (n = 24), male-SCI-TPP (n = 9), 
and male-SCI-TIDAL (n = 19). Several mice died after surgery and prior 
to TPP/TIDAL testing, including 5 that died during or immediately after 
surgery; 5 that were euthanized due to poor recovery after surgery; and 
2 that were found dead in their cage. No differences were observed 
between naïve and sham mice, so these groups were combined as “un-
injured” (6 naïve females and 6 naïve females in the TIDAL groups; all 
the rest received sham surgery). A subset of 7 dpo TIDAL mice were re- 
tested on TIDAL at 21 dpo (TIDAL only; no TPP mice were also tested at 
21 dpo): female-uninjured (n = 12), female-SCI (n = 8), male-uninjured 
(n = 12), and male-SCI (n = 9). 

2.5. Statistics 

Mouse TIDAL behavior (dark plate preference, distance traveled) 
was analyzed using one-, two-, or three-way ANOVA (repeated mea-
sures, when appropriate), followed by Bonferroni post-hoc tests. In ex-
periments with two groups, a Student’s t-test (or nonparametric 
Mann–Whitney U test) was performed. Prism 9 (GraphPad) was used for 
visualizing data and SigmaPlot 14 (SPSS) was used for statistical 
analyses. 
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3. Results 

3.1. In the TIDAL conflict test, spinal cord injury increases anxiety-like 
behavior 

To assess the salience of anxiety vs. thermal sensitivity in mice with 
neurotrauma, we tested male and female mice with SCI using the TIDAL 
conflict test or control TPP (see potential effects of SCI on TIDAL 
behavior in Fig. 1D). Mice received moderate SCI or were control un-
injured mice. Mice with SCI from both groups had similar locomotor 
recovery from 1 to 14 dpo (Basso Mouse Scale (BMS) scores, Fig. 2), 
suggesting that differences in plate preferences between SCI mice in the 
TPP and TIDAL tests were solely due to the illuminated vs. dark heated 
plate (not due to group differences in locomotor recovery). 

Separate cohorts of uninjured and SCI mice were tested at 7 dpo on 
the TIDAL conflict test or TPP test. The TPP test is important to include, 
because thermal preference may shift due to SCI-elicited differences in 
neuropathic pain-related behavior or body temperature regulation 
(Gaudet et al., 2017; Gaudet et al., 2021; Lee et al., n.d.; McFarlane et al., 
2020; Price and Trbovich, 2018). 

In the dark-light test, mice showed robust dark plate preference vs. 
the illuminated plate (all groups averaged >68% dark plate preference), 
whereas mice tested with both plates illuminated showed no preference 
for the equivalent-but-illuminated plate (three-way ANOVA, significant 
interaction between test x surgery; F1,106 = 4.07, p < 0.05) (Fig. 3A). 
Mice with SCI had higher preference for the isothermic dark plate vs. 
uninjured mice (dark plate preference with sexes grouped: uninj., 72 ±
2%; SCI, 77 ± 2%). There were no surgery group differences with both 
plates illuminated. There were no significant sex differences. Thus, the 
dark-light test did not reveal significant differences in preference for the 
dark plate due to sex and exposed modestly increased anxiety-like 
behavior caused by SCI, suggesting that the TIDAL conflict test could 
better uncover surgery- and sex-related differences in anxiety-like 
behavior. 

Next, we explored whether the TIDAL conflict test exposes anxiety- 
like behavior at 7 d post-SCI. Accordingly, uninjured and SCI mice 
experienced increasing temperatures in the TPP and TIDAL tests. In the 
TPP test, female and male mice gradually decreased preference for the 
heat shift plate as temperatures increased (two-way RM ANOVA, main 
effect of temperature; both females and males p < 0.001), and SCI had no 
significant effect on TPP behavior (Fig. 3B,C). On the TIDAL conflict test, 
both female and male mice with SCI showed amplified dark plate pref-
erence (vs. uninjured; two-way RM ANOVA, main effect of surgery) 
(females: F1,192 = 7.88, p = 0.008) (males: F1,240 = 13.18, p < 0.001) 
(Fig. 3D,E). Further, mice with SCI showed increased percent crossings 
into the dark chamber in TIDAL and traveled a similar distance 
compared to mice with sham surgery (Fig. S1). 

3.2. The TIDAL conflict test exposes differences in anxiety caused by sex 
and by SCI 

At 40 ◦C – a TIDAL temperature that showed notable group 

differences – SCI increased preference for the dark/heat shift plate 
(three-way ANOVA, main effect of SCI, F1,106 = 12.66, p = 0.008) 
(Fig. 4A). In addition, females increased preference for the dark and/or 
heated plate at 40 ◦C compared to males, and mice on TIDAL increased 
preference for the heat shift plate compared to mice completing TPP 
(both main effects). Next, the temperature at which mice spent <50% on 

Fig. 2. BMS locomotor recovery after SCI or 
sham surgery. Moderate T9 SCI caused ex-
pected locomotor deficits in female and male 
mice that recovered over time, as assessed in an 
open field using the BMS scale (A: females, B: 
males). Mice that received sham surgery 
maintained intact locomotor function. There 
were no significant differences in BMS scores 
between female and male SCI mice. Red cross 
symbol indicates significant main effect of 
surgery. (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   

Fig. 3. Behavior in the Thermal Increments Dark-Light (TIDAL) conflict test, 
compared to the control thermal place preference (TPP) test with both sides 
illuminated. SCI causes mice in the TIDAL conflict test to spend more time on 
the dark, heated plate, suggestive of anxiety-like behavior at 7 d post-SCI. A. In 
the dark-light test (TIDAL) or control light/light test (TPP) with both plates at 
31 ◦C, mice spent longer on the heated plate if it was maintained in darkness. In 
TIDAL, SCI mice spent more time on the heated, dark plate compared to sham 
mice. In contrast, in TPP conditions, mice with SCI or sham surgery showed no 
significant differences. B,C. In TPP with both plates illuminated, both females 
(B) and males (C) decreased heated plate preference with increasing tempera-
ture. For TPP, there was no significant effect of SCI. D,E. In TIDAL, both female 
(D) and male (E) mice with SCI had increased preference for the dark plate 
compared to uninjured controls. * indicates p < 0.05 between female and male 
mice; thermometer, TEST, or red cross symbols alone indicate significant main 
effects of temperature, TPP/TIDAL, and surgery, respectively. (For interpreta-
tion of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 
web version of this article.) 
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the heated plate was assessed. SCI increased the <50% heated plate 
preference temperature on TIDAL, but not TPP (<50% heated plate 
preference: F-uninj-TPP, 40.1 ± 0.5 ◦C; F-SCI-TPP, 40.7 ± 0.6 ◦C; F- 
uninj-TIDAL, 42.6 ± 0.4 ◦C; F-SCI-TIDAL, 44.0 ± 0.4 ◦C; M-uninj-TPP, 
39.1 ± 0.7 ◦C; M-SCI-TPP, 39.1 ± 0.6 ◦C; M-uninj-TIDAL: 40.3 ± 0.4 ◦C 
M-SCI-TIDAL: 41.9 ± 0.4 ◦C) (three-way ANOVA, surgery x test inter-
action; F1,106 = 4.39, p < 0.05) (Fig. 4B). In addition, females had higher 
<50% heated plate preference temperature (main effect). 

To further assess the relative salience of anxiety vs. heat 

hypersensitivity, difference scores were calculated (Fig. 4C). For TIDAL, 
subtracting SCI minus sham scores, SCI elicited anxiety-like behavior 
(three-way ANOVA, main effect of surgery, F1,82 = 20.30, p < 0.0001). 
Averaging from 39 to 44 ◦C, female-SCI mice showed 16% increased 
dark plate preference and male-SCI mice had 19% increased dark plate 
preference compared to uninjured controls. For SCI, subtracting TIDAL 
minus TPP scores, SCI-TIDAL mice increased dark place preference and 
thus anxiety-like behavior (vs. TPP controls – F-SCI-TIDAL, 39–44 ◦C: 
26% higher; M-SCI-TIDAL: 24% higher) (three-way ANOVA, main effect 
of test, F1,49 = 36.07, p < 0.0001). This increased dark plate preference 
for mice with SCI – despite rising temperatures – suggests that neuro-
trauma amplifies the salience of anxiety (vs. heat). Together, these data 
imply that SCI increases anxiety-like behavior, and that the TIDAL 
conflict test effectively reveals the salience of anxiety in models of 
neurotrauma. 

3.3. Repeating TIDAL conflict testing at 7 and 21 d post-SCI suggests 
interaction between learning and recovery 

Next, we sought to determine whether mice with prior exposure to 
TIDAL show evidence of learning. Repeating the test at two distinct post- 
operative timepoints – 7 dpo and 21 dpo – would be informative for two 
reasons: (1) it would reveal whether mice learn the test and behave 
differently upon subsequent exposures; and (2) it would inform about 
anxiety-like behavioral responses at acute and near-chronic timepoints. 

Mice completed the dark-light test twice; once upon first exposure to 
the apparatus at 7 dpo and once 14 d later after completing the entire 
TIDAL protocol at 21 dpo. In females completing the dark-light test, 
there were no significant differences in dark preference between unin-
jured and SCI mice at 7 or 21 dpo (p = 0.22) (Fig. 5A). 

At 7 dpo, female mice with SCI persisted on the heated, dark plate to 
higher temperatures than uninjured females, suggesting that SCI 
increased the salience of anxiety (vs. heat) (7 dpo SCI vs. uninjured; two- 
way RM ANOVA) (main effect of surgery: F1,108 = 5.51, p < 0.05) 
(Fig. 5C, Fig. S4). SCI mice also had increased percent crossings into the 
dark plate compared to sham mice (Fig. S2). Interestingly, at 21 dpo, 
there were no significant differences in dark plate preference between 
female uninjured and SCI mice (p = 0.91) (Fig. 5D, Fig. S2, Fig. S5). In 
particular, the uninjured mice more strongly preferred the dark plate at 
21 dpo compared to 7 dpo, suggesting that at lower heated temperatures 
they learned to prefer the dark plate and exhibited increased anxiety- 
like behavior. At higher temperatures (43–44 ◦C), both uninjured and 
SCI females showed reduced preference for the dark plate at 21 dpo vs. 7 
dpo, suggesting that they anticipated the aversive nature of these higher 
temperatures. 

At a notable heated temperature, 42 ◦C, SCI caused increased pref-
erence for the dark plate (two-way RM ANOVA, main effect of surgery, 
F1,37 = 4.51, p < 0.05) (Fig. 5E). SCI had a particularly robust effect on 
42 ◦C dark plate preference at 7 dpo: SCI mice at 7 dpo had a stronger 
preference for the dark plate compared to uninjured mice (7 dpo dark 
plate preference: uninj., 58 ± 6%; SCI, 80 ± 6%; p < 0.05), whereas SCI 
and uninjured mice at 21 dpo had more similar 42 ◦C dark plate pref-
erences (21 dpo dark plate preference: uninj., 69 ± 6%; SCI, 75 ± 8%; p 
= 0.49). 

Male mice with SCI and uninjured controls also completed the TIDAL 
conflict test at 7 and 21 dpo. In the dark-light test at 7 and 21 dpo, male 
mice with SCI showed no significant difference in dark-heated plate 
preference compared to uninjured mice (p = 0.28) (Fig. 6A). At 7 dpo, 
males with SCI showed a trend for increased preference for the dark 
plate compared to uninjured mice, although this was not significantly 
different (p = 0.14) (Fig. 6C). At 21 dpo, uninjured male mice exhibited 
learning by leaving the heated, dark plate more rapidly; in contrast, 
male SCI mice persisted on the dark plate in a pattern that mirrored 7 
dpo SCI results (21 dpo SCI vs. uninjured; two-way RM ANOVA) (sig-
nificant surgery x temperature interaction: F6,146 = 2.47, p < 0.05; SCI 
dark preference increased at 40–42 ◦C) (Fig. 6D, Fig. S3, Fig. S5). These 

Fig. 4. In the TIDAL conflict test, SCI increases preference for the dark, heated 
plate, implying increased salience of anxiety over heat sensitivity. A. Individual 
preference of mice at 40 ◦C shows that SCI increases preference for the heated 
and dark plate. In addition, females (vs. males) and TIDAL (vs. TPP) had higher 
dark plate preferences. B. SCI increased the <50% dark plate preference 
threshold on the TIDAL test only. In addition, females had higher 50% prefer-
ence temperature than males (main effect). C. Anxiety-heat salience continuum. 
Difference scores were calculated to better delineate differences between sur-
gery and test groups. Left panel: Subtracting uninjured from SCI percent dark 
plate preference on TIDAL, both females and males show significantly increased 
salience of the anxiety-inducing stimulus (dark) vs. heat. Right panel: Sub-
tracting TPP from TIDAL percent dark plate preference, SCI mice on TIDAL 
more strongly prefer the heated, dark plate compared to SCI mice completing 
TPP. “TEST x red cross” symbol indicates significant TPP/TIDAL x surgery 
interaction; gender, TEST, or red cross symbols alone indicate significant main 
effects of sex, TPP/TIDAL, and surgery, respectively. (For interpretation of the 
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web 
version of this article.) 
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results are underscored by considering a key temperature, 42 ◦C: unin-
jured male mice at 42 ◦C had reduced percent time on the dark plate at 
21 dpo compared to 7 dpo (uninjured male dark plate preference: 7 dpo, 
33 ± 7%; 21 dpo, 17 ± 4%; p < 0.05) (Fig. 6E). Further, male mice with 
SCI at 42 ◦C had increased percent time on the dark plate at 21 dpo (but 
not 7 dpo) compared to uninjured mice (21 dpo dark plate preference: 
uninj., 17 ± 4%; SCI, 44 ± 9%; p < 0.005). These results suggest that 
uninjured male mice re-exposed to TIDAL shift behavior by leaving the 
dark-heated plate more quickly – thereby exhibiting increased salience 
of the heat (vs. anxiety-related) stimulus. In contrast, male mice with SCI 
persist on the dark-heated plate to similar extents at both 7 and 21 dpo, 
suggesting that the anxiety-related aspect of the test is more salient for 
males with SCI compared to uninjured males. 

3.4. Sex and surgery influence relative salience of anxiety vs. heat stimuli 

We compared TIDAL behavior between the sexes at 7 and 21 dpo 
using the anxiety-heat salience continuum (Fig. 7). At 7 dpo, SCI 
increased salience of anxiety (vs. heat) (SCI minus uninjured % dark 
plate preference; three-way ANOVA, main effect of surgery, p < 0.0005). 
Females had a particularly robust SCI-elicited increase in anxiety-like 
behavior (two-way RM ANOVA, F1,132 = 8.83, p < 0.01). At 21 dpo, 
SCI increased anxiety-like behavior at specific temperatures (three-way 
ANOVA, sex x temperature interaction, p < 0.05). Males with SCI at 21 
dpo had amplified salience of anxiety from 40 to 42 ◦C; e.g., male SCI 
mice had 28 ± 9% increased time on the dark plate at 42 ◦C compared to 
uninjured males at 21 dpo (two-way RM ANOVA, p < 0.05 from 40 to 

Fig. 5. Over two sessions of TIDAL conflict tests, female mice with sham sur-
gery shift behavior by remaining on the dark, heated side as the temperature 
rises. At 21 dpo, female SCI mice exhibit similar behavior as at 7 dpo, but leave 
more rapidly at higher temperatures. A. In the dark-light test with both plates at 
31 ◦C, injury had no significant effect on dark plate preferences at 7 or 21 dpo 
(although SCI mice tended to stay to higher temperatures at 7 dpo; surgery x 
dpo interaction: p = 0.054). B. Threshold at which female mice showed <50% 
preference for the dark plate. Injury had no significant effect on overall dark 
plate preference. C, D. Female uninjured and SCI mice were tested at 7 dpo and 
21 dpo in the TIDAL conflict test with increasing temperature on the dark plate 
only. Female SCI (vs. uninjured) mice showed increased dark plate preference 
throughout the TIDAL conflict test at 7 dpo (C). When repeated at 21 dpo, fe-
male mice with SCI no longer show significantly increased dark plate preference 
compared to uninjured mice (D). E-F. Dark plate preferences of individual un-
injured and SCI mice with the dark plate at 42 ◦C. At 7 dpo, SCI females showed 
increased dark plate preference at 42 ◦C relative to uninjured females (7 dpo 
uninjured: 56%; 7 dpo SCI: 81%). n = 12 uninjured female, n = 8 female SCI * 
indicates p < 0.05 between SCI and uninjured mice; thermometer and red cross 
symbols indicate significant main effects of temperature and surgery, respec-
tively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the 
reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 6. In the second session of two TIDAL conflict tests, male mice with sham 
surgery leave the dark-heating plate more rapidly. In contrast, male SCI mice at 
21 dpo exhibit similar TIDAL behavior as at 7 dpo. A. In the dark-light test with 
both plates at 31 ◦C, injury had no significant effect on dark plate preferences at 
7 or 21 dpo. B. Threshold at which male mice showed <50% preference for the 
dark plate was decreased upon re-testing. Although SCI caused <50% prefer-
ence temperatures to trend higher, injury had no significant effect on <50% 
dark plate preference temperature (p = 0.07). C, D. Male uninjured and SCI 
mice were tested at 7 dpo and 21 dpo in the TIDAL conflict test. At 7 dpo, SCI 
and uninjured mice had no significant difference in dark plate preference (C). 
At 21 dpi, SCI mice had increased dark plate preference between 40 and 42 ◦C 
compared to uninjured mice (D). E. Dark plate preferences of individual un-
injured and SCI mice with the dark plate at 42 ◦C. Uninjured, but not SCI mice 
showed decreased dark plate preference at 21 vs. 7 dpo. At 21 dpo, SCI mice 
showed increased 42 ◦C dark plate preference compared to uninjured mice. n =
12 uninjured male, n = 9 male SCI * indicates p < 0.05 between SCI and un-
injured mice; thermometer and red cross symbols alone indicate significant 
main effects of temperature and surgery, respectively; “thermometer x red 
cross” symbol indicates significant temperature x surgery interaction; “red cross 
x hourglass” symbol indicates significant surgery x dpo interaction. (For 
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.) 
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42 ◦C). 
Comparing paired data from mice repeating the test at 7 and 21 dpo 

revealed notable sex differences. For uninjured mice, 7 and 21 dpo 
behavior on the TIDAL conflict test produced a significant three-way 
interaction between temperature, dpo, and sex (F6,264 = 2.14, p <
0.05). For uninjured females, 21 dpo dark plate preference was similarly 
high compared to 7 dpo. Uninjured males at 21 dpo had similar baseline 
preference for the dark plate at 31 ◦C, but with increasing temperatures 
they exhibited 15–25% stronger aversion to the dark plate compared to 
their paired 7 dpo behavior (at 39–43 ◦C; two-way RM ANOVA, p <
0.05). For mice with SCI, there was again a three-way interaction be-
tween temperature, dpo, and sex (F1,168 = 3.64, p < 0.005). Behavior for 
SCI mice was mostly similar at 7 and 21 dpo for both sexes, except that 
female-SCI mice at 21 dpo increased aversion for the dark plate at higher 
temperatures: 21 dpo female-SCI mice reduced dark plate preference at 
43 ◦C by 27 ± 11% and at 44 ◦C by 36 ± 10% compared to their 7 dpo 
behavior (two-way RM ANOVA, p < 0.005). Thus, results from the 
TIDAL conflict test suggest that uninjured mice exhibit similar anxiety- 
like behavior (females) or amplified heat aversion (males) when re- 
exposed, and that SCI induces anxiety-like behavior at 7 dpo that 
largely persists when SCI mice are tested again at 21 dpo. 

4. Discussion 

Here, we examined how SCI affected salience of anxiety vs. heat 
using a novel place preference assay, the TIDAL conflict test. In the dark- 
light test, uninjured and SCI mice both preferred the dark plate and there 
was no significant effect of SCI surgery. Uninjured mice in TIDAL left the 
dark plate at relatively low heated temperatures, with females (vs. 
males) persisting longer on the dark-heated plate. Interestingly, SCI 
robustly increased dark plate preference, indicative of enhanced 
anxiety-like symptoms. SCI increased anxiety-like behavior in TIDAL 
similarly for mice of both sexes. A cohort of uninjured and SCI mice were 
re-tested at 21 dpo; SCI mice at 21 (vs. 7) dpo showed sex-specific effects 
of prior testing and SCI. Whereas uninjured females re-tested on TIDAL 
showed increased salience of anxiety, uninjured males re-tested on 
TIDAL showed increased salience of temperature/heat. SCI mice of both 
sexes maintained similar behavior upon re-testing. Shifted anxiety-like 
symptoms upon re-testing likely related to a combination of learning 
(from prior TIDAL exposure) and sex-specific salience of anxiety vs. 
heat. It is notable that SCI exacerbated the salience of anxiety despite the 
presence of an aversive heat stimulus. Overall, our data suggest that SCI 
in female and male mice drives strong anxiety-like behaviors; thus, 
anxiety-like behavior and its related neurocircuitry could represent an 
understudied, therapeutically relevant target for post-SCI interventions. 

4.1. Uncovering the relative salience of anxiety- vs. pain-related stimuli 
after SCI 

Tissue damage and functional impairment influences the perception 
of threat in mice. When exposed to stressful stimulation such as predator 
scent, injured mice avoid dangerous environments more than non- 
injured mice (Lister et al., 2020); in parallel, rodents with injury 
(here, SCI) exhibit pain-related behaviors in response to heat stimuli 
(Brown et al., 2021; Detloff et al., 2013; Gaudet et al., 2017; Gaudet 
et al., 2021; Lee et al., n.d.; McFarlane et al., 2020). Thus, clarifying the 
relative salience of anxiety- vs. pain-related stimuli after SCI could aid in 
prioritizing research priorities and identifying neurologic mechanisms 
that drive comorbidities. In the light-dark test (both plates at 31 ◦C), all 
groups exhibited baseline preference for the dark plate, and SCI mice 
had higher dark plate preference compared to uninjured mice. In the 
TIDAL conflict test, SCI increased dark plate preference in mice of both 
sexes. This was not simply due to a preference for warmth, as SCI mice 
on the TPP test had no (or only slight) preference for the heated side vs. 
sham-TPP mice, and SCI-TIDAL (vs. SCI-TPP) mice had more robust 
preference for the heated plate. Work by us and others indicates that T9 
contusion SCI in mice causes reproducible evoked heat hypersensitivity 
using the Hargreaves test (Gaudet et al., 2021; Gensel et al., 2019; Lee 
et al., n.d.; McFarlane et al., 2020; Wu et al., 2016). For instance, female 
and male mice with moderate 60 kDyn or moderate-to-severe 75 kDyn 
T9 contusion SCI exhibited acute-to-chronic heat hypersensitivity (from 
7 to 28 dpo) (Lee et al., n.d.). We initially designed TIDAL/TPP as a tool 
to test whether mice had symptoms of anxiety and/or pain, yet our re-
sults suggest that this novel conflict test is optimized to detect anxiety- 
related behaviors. Indeed, the temperatures used here for TPP and 
TIDAL did not expose the extent of heat-related neuropathic pain 
symptoms: whereas the Hargreaves test confirms that rodents with SCI 
display heat hyperalgesia, our TPP study (with both chambers illumi-
nated) highlights that mice with SCI remained on the heated plate to the 
same or higher temperatures vs. uninjured mice. 

At 21 d after SCI, mice still exhibited anxiety-like behaviors; shifting 
TIDAL behavior compared to 7 dpo likely reflects a combination of 
learning and improved neurologic recovery with time post-SCI. There 
were also notable sex and surgery differences in behavior at 21 dpo vs. 7 
dpo (see Fig. 7). Uninjured male mice had reduced dark plate preference 
at heating temperatures at 21 dpo vs. 7 dpo. This implies that uninjured 
male mice may have amplified salience of heat (vs. anxiety), so they 
leave the heating plate more quickly upon re-exposure to TIDAL. In 

Fig. 7. TIDAL conflict test behavior is modulated by sex, surgery, and repeated 
testing. The relative salience of anxiety vs. heat was compared between unin-
jured and SCI mice, and between mice tested repeatedly at 7 and 21 dpo. A-B. 
Subtracting uninjured from SCI percent dark plate preference on TIDAL. A. At 7 
dpo, mice with SCI had increased preference for the dark-heated plate 
compared to uninjured mice. B. At 21 dpo, male, but not female mice with SCI 
had increased preference for the dark-heating plate compared to uninjured 
mice. C–D. Subtracting 7 dpo from 21 dpo percent TIDAL dark plate prefer-
ence. C. For uninjured mice, males retested at 21 dpo showed reduced prefer-
ence for the dark-heating plate. Uninjured female mice had similar dark-heating 
plate preference at 7 and 21 dpo. D. For SCI mice, males retested at 21 dpo 
showed similar dark plate preference as with testing at 7 dpo. Female SCI mice 
retested at 21 dpo showed reduced dark-heating plate preference at higher 
temperatures. “Red cross x thermometer” symbol indicates significant surgery x 
temperature interaction; “thermometer x hourglass x gender” symbol indicates 
significant temperature x dpo x sex interaction; red cross symbol alone indicates 
significant main effect of surgery. Significant interactions: blue cross indicates 
significant difference at 21 dpo between male-SCI and male-uninj.; colored 
hourglass represents significant difference between 21 dpo and 7 dpo for that 
sex (green = female; blue = male). (For interpretation of the references to 
colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 
this article.) 
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contrast, male mice with SCI exhibited similar behavior at both 21 and 7 
dpo, suggesting more consistent salience of anxiety and heat across 
timepoints after SCI. For females, uninjured females exhibited slightly 
increased preference for the dark-heated plate at 21 vs. 7 dpo, indicating 
amplified anxiety-like behavior with re-exposure to TIDAL. Females 
with SCI showed similar dark plate preference at both 7 and 21 dpo, 
except that they showed reduced preference at higher temperatures. 
Overall, these data suggest that re-exposure of mice to the TIDAL test 
bolsters sex-specific behaviors observed in the first round of testing: 
upon TIDAL re-exposure, uninjured males exhibit amplified aversion to 
the heating-dark plate, whereas uninjured females exhibit enhanced 
salience of anxiety. Furthermore, female and male mice with SCI 
exhibited slightly reduced anxiety-like behavior at 21 dpo vs. 7 dpo. 

One interesting physiological modifier of TIDAL behavior could be 
the mouse’s body temperature. Thermoneutrality for mice is ~30–31 ◦C 
(i.e., our isothermic plate temperature used here) (Fischer et al., 2018; 
Touska et al., 2016), female mice have slightly higher core body tem-
perature than males (Sanchez-Alavez et al., 2011), and female mice 
prefer slightly higher ambient temperatures than males (Gaskill et al., 
2012; Kaikaew et al., 2017). Accordingly, we find that female mice have 
higher preference for heating plates on the TPP than do male mice. 
Further, mice with T9 SCI may have altered body temperature, which 
might boost their preference (or reduce their aversion) for warmer 
temperatures in the heating-dark chamber. We expect that moderate T9 
SCI would have limited effects on body temperature at 7 and 21 dpo; 
SCI-elicited temperature and autonomic dysregulation would likely be 
exacerbated by more rostral or more severe SCI (Järve et al., 2018; Khan 
et al., 2007). These potential confounds were addressed here using key 
control conditions: (1) an initial dark-light test with both plates at an 
isothermic 31 ◦C; (2) TIDAL conflict test vs. TPP, which completes 
temperature shifts with both plates illuminated and therefore solely 
considers temperature preference; and (3) comparing effects of sex and 
surgery using an “anxiety-heat salience continuum” to compare exper-
imental groups while taking into account control preferences. Based on 
these extensive comparisons with control groups, we find that SCI mice 
exhibit increased preference for the heating-dark plate beyond what is 
observed in control conditions for anxiety stimuli-alone (dark light test) 
and for heat-related stimuli alone (TPP test). 

Anxiety and pain share partially overlapping neurocircuitry and 
neuroinflammatory underpinnings. Generally, rodents and humans 
process anxiety and noxious stimuli via the limbic system, which in-
cludes the amygdala, bed nucleus of stria terminalis, hypothalamus, 
hippocampus, anterior cingulate cortex, insula, and olfactory bulbs 
(Maeng and Milad, 2015). The limbic system receives input from other 
relevant brain structures such as the nucleus accumbens, ventral 
tegmental area, and the periaqueductal grey. These anxiety- and pain- 
related pathways have various distinct properties in females vs. males 
(see these reviews: (Bangasser and Cuarenta, 2021; Donner and Lowry, 
2013; Maeng and Milad, 2015). Limbic system structure and function 
are also regulated by neurotrauma and chronic pain (Baliki et al., 2014; 
Jutzeler et al., 2016; Kang et al., 2020; Seif et al., 2018). Another po-
tential mediator of differences in anxiety and pain is neuro-
inflammation. In humans and rodents, neuroinflammation sensitizes 
brain regions involved in threat detection, learning, reward, and anxiety 
(e.g., amygdala; hippocampus; insula; prefrontal and anterior cingulate 
cortex) (Bekhbat and Neigh, 2018). Neuroinflammatory mechanisms 
and reactivity are distinct between sexes and after neurotrauma (Fonken 
et al., 2018; Gaudet and Fonken, 2018; Li et al., 2022; Sorge et al., 2015; 
Stewart et al., 2021); therefore, altered neuroinflammatory tone likely 
influences susceptibility to anxiolytic and noxious stimuli. Our data 
suggest that females (vs. males) and mice with SCI exhibit increased 
salience of anxiety over heat. Future studies should further elucidate 
how neurotrauma and sex affect anxiety- and pain-related neurobio-
logical mechanisms. 

As mentioned above, pain researchers aim to develop preclinical 
tests that better incorporate the affective component of the pain 

experience; this study adds insight regarding the benefits and challenges 
of creating more complex – but more ethologically relevant – tests for 
thermal hypersensitivity vs. anxiety. Overall, our TIDAL conflict test 
data suggest that SCI in female and male mice increases anxiety-like 
behavior. 

4.2. SCI amplifies anxiety-like behaviors 

Our work parallels previous research showing that SCI exacerbates 
anxiety-like behaviors in rodents and in humans. When tested on the 
TIDAL conflict test, mice with SCI exhibited increased anxiety-like 
behavior. Similarly, previous studies in rats and mice exposed SCI- 
elicited anxiety symptoms using single-parameter tests, such as open 
field, elevated plus maze, and burying behaviors (Fukutoku et al., 2020; 
Maldonado-Bouchard et al., 2016). Anxiety is more prevalent after SCI 
in humans. Given the high prevalence of anxiety disorders in individuals 
with SCI, it is essential to understand the underlying mechanisms 
responsible for decreased psychological well-being after SCI. SCI 
robustly increases pro-inflammatory cytokine expression and immune 
system activation in the central nervous system, from acute-to-chronic 
times post-injury (Gaudet et al., 2018; Maldonado-Bouchard et al., 
2016; Yip and Malaspina, 2012). In humans, elevated levels of pro- 
inflammatory cytokines in the nervous system correlate with anxiety 
(Leff Gelman et al., 2019; Miller et al., 2013). Additionally, inflamma-
tory responses are differentially regulated in women compared to men 
(Takahashi and Iwasaki, 2021). Gender is a key factor in SCI outcomes; 
men are more likely to experience SCI, whereas women are more 
vulnerable to mood disorders and neuropathic pain following SCI 
(Wilson et al., 2018). Overall, future research must address post-SCI 
psychological challenges and the effect of sex; our understanding of 
SCI-exacerbated anxiety will be advanced using effective assays for 
anxiety-like behavior such as conflict tests. 

4.3. Developing more translatable models and tests to explore pain-related 
behaviors 

Ongoing research seeks to develop tests that better model chronic 
pain, often by incorporating affective pain-relevant behaviors. Some 
affective pain-relevant tests assess shifts in spontaneous rodent 
behavior. For example, the mouse grimace scale uses facial expression- 
based machine learning techniques to define rodent facial expressions in 
response to pain and pain-modifying agents (Heinsinger et al., 2020; 
Langford et al., 2010; Matsumiya et al., 2012). Chronic pain conditions 
can also be studied by analyzing rodent naturalistic cage behavior. Cage 
lid hanging behavior is a quantifiable measure of mouse pain state: mice 
exhibiting pain-like symptoms exhibit decreased hanging behavior, 
which was modified by intensity of noxious stimulation (Zhang et al., 
2021). In addition, burrowing and nest building behavior are used to 
assess general rodent well-being, and both behaviors are impaired by 
stress or noxious stimulation (Deacon, 2006; Jirkof, 2014; Jirkof et al., 
2010). Finally, conflict tests can be used to address affective aspects of 
pain-like symptoms in rodents. Conflict tests produce differing motiva-
tional states through the introduction of approach-avoidance situations; 
pain-like behavior can be assessed in rodents using conflict tests such as 
the mechanical-conflict avoidance paradigm (Chhaya et al., 2019; 
Gaffney et al., 2022) and conditioned place preference (Yang et al., 
2014). Here, we developed the TIDAL conflict test in part to unmask SCI- 
elicited neuropathic pain-like states, but instead found that TIDAL is 
better optimized to reveal anxiety-like behaviors due to its slow increase 
through a finely-tuned, slightly aversive heat temperature range. 
Although the TIDAL conflict test does not robustly test pain-like symp-
toms, our data suggest that placing two ethologically relevant stimuli in 
conflict can help unveil significant differences in behavior across groups; 
future studies could leverage this information to develop new pain- 
relevant conflict assays and/or combine these with measures of spon-
taneous pain-like behaviors. 
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4.4. Future directions and conclusions 

In this study, our newly developed thermal increments dark-light 
(TIDAL) conflict assay reveals that SCI increases anxiety-like behavior. 
In the future, this test could help identify brain circuits and neuro-
inflammatory foci that underlie SCI-elicited shifts in anxiety- vs. pain- 
related symptoms, and to help dissect overlapping vs. independent re-
gions involved in anxiety vs. pain. In addition, the TIDAL conflict test 
could be used after SCI (or for other conditions) to test new anxiolytic or 
analgesic drugs, to establish in a preclinical test how promising drugs 
affect place preference and place avoidance behavior. Further, future 
iterations of the TIDAL conflict test could incorporate cold (rather than 
hot) temperatures, or could use fewer, key temperatures to expedite 
testing for each mouse and to improve feasibility for larger cohorts of 
mice. Finally, the TIDAL conflict test exposes increased anxiety-like 
behavior in female mice that recapitulates sex differences in humans; 
future studies could use this test to examine sexual dimorphism in 
anxiety and pain. 

In conclusion, we assessed anxiety- vs. pain-like behavior in mice 
with SCI using the heat-light TIDAL conflict test. Our data illuminate 
that SCI robustly boosts anxiety-like behavior, even as temperatures rise 
to aversive temperatures. Female (vs. male) mice remained on the dark- 
heated plate to higher temperatures, yet SCI had similar anxiety- 
amplifying effects in mice of both sexes. Adding an anxiety-related 
stimulus (dark vs. light) in conflict with an incrementally increasing 
heat-related stimulus (heated vs. isothermic) helped decipher the rela-
tive salience between these two related conditions. Remarkably, even 
though SCI elicits heat hypersensitivity as shown in previous studies, 
mice with SCI consistently remained on the heated-dark plate to higher 
temperatures than uninjured mice. The TIDAL conflict test could be 
useful after SCI, traumatic brain injury, and peripheral nerve injury for 
dissecting the relative salience of anxiety- vs. pain-related stimuli and 
for exploring therapeutic strategies. Overall, our data highlight that SCI 
increases the salience of anxiety (vs. heat), and suggest that anxiety- 
related pathways should be studied after SCI with an aim to amelio-
rate anxiety disorders and commonly co-occurring neuropathic pain. 
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